
Summer extra!!July August  2021

Yes! There is a light at the end of the tunnel and hidden faces begin to emerge. I 
pray that all of you and your families are safe from COVID and have taken one of the 
vaccines now in distribution.   The following notes provide timely alerts, reference and 
summary of pertinent information coupled with some focus for your Camellia Garden, 
regional events and related interests. 
Great kudos to Marty Clark on the TCC website, Matt Hunter, Larry Bogusz and Jimmy 
Schiff for cemetery workshops.  I encourage you to look at website and pertinent links and 
emails  closely! Exciting information! I just had to get this Extra news alert OUT!!

MEMBERS: A gathering is coming soon. James Schiff has secured a place to picnic on July
21 from 5 PM to 9 PM at Long Leaf Park (formerly McCrae Park, 314 Pine Grove Dr or 
South College just south of Oleander: Shelter 01. It'll be a great time for us to come 
together in fellowship, have a BYO meal and just relax in hopefully some sunshine, a gentle
breeze and comfortable temperature . Mary Renquist will have some Camellia Jewelry for 
purchase! Thanks to Tom Alexander President TCC and all the TCC leaders for the 
planning of these terrific events! 

NEXT MONTHLY MEETING:  

Topic:       Season Kickoff 2021 / 2022

Speaker:   Tom Alexander,  TCC President

Where:      NHC Arboretum…Topic: Pender Pines Nursery presentation on landscaping with 
camellias

Date:       September 21, 2021

Time:       7:00 P.M.

ITEM---Invaders!

 Let us look at two North Carolina threats that frustrate, hurt and  want to take over the 
peace from our beautiful Camelias. It can  disrupt us taking our time and energy to 
eliminate. YES—even in Wilmington “they” are out there to attack us! . No matter where 
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you live one will always need to be in sync with the invaders! because you cannot fight 
mother nature. Hundreds of invades are listed but I will just cover two, that have been our 
obsession to eliminate, with Mary and I. Information comes from several extension sites. 

FIRST- Smilax(Greenbrier) is a genus of about 300–350 species, found in the tropics and 
subtropics worldwide. In China for example about 80 are found, while there are 20 in 
North America north of Mexico. It can get up to fifty feet overlapping Camellia  and tree 

branches with a
tough fast 
growing woody 
vine. They are 
the only North 
American vines 
to have both 
thorns AND 

tendrils. The preference is partial sun, moist to dry  conditions, and a slightly acidic soil 
containing loam, clay-loam, rocky material, or sand.  Greenbrier (Smilax spp.) starts out as
a lovely little vine with glossy green, heart-shaped leaves. If you don’t know any better, you
may even think it’s a wild form of ivy or morning glory. Leave it alone, though, and it will 
soon take over your yard, twining around trees and filling corners with giant piles of 
brambles. Controlling greenbrier is an ongoing job once it gets established, so it is best to 
get rid of greenbrier vine as soon as you identify it. Root is very  tuberous that can not be 
killed until dug out! Weekly treatment brushing on 40%  glyphosate at ground level is 
sometimes effective. . Spraying chemicals is not recommended!! 

SECOND -Virginia creeper

 On a recent visit to the southeastern part of the United States, I noted the growth of 
kudzu), a woody vine growing in the woods alongside the highway. The vine formed a 
canopy that covered trees and bushes, eventually killing them.  It reminded me of Virginia 
creeper (Parthenocissus quincquefolia), an equally aggressive vine in our area. 

Virginia creeper is extremely useful to
wildlife. A variety of birds feed on the 
berries and many animals (squirrels, 
chew stems and leaves.  The thick 
foliage provides shelter for wildlife 
With so many seemingly good 
qualities, why is Virginia creeper 
sometimes a nuisance? The berries are

highly toxic and may be fatal to humans. The sap contains oxalate acid that may be 



irritating to the skin, like poison ivy. When it grows into your established camellias, where 
it is not wanted, it can cause problems. As it grows up on any tree or shrub it covers the top
with dense foliage that prevents the host plant from receiving sunlight that can  choke and 
kill the plant.  It will also “travel” from plant to plant or tree if they are close enough.  A 
beautiful group of young Camellias will succumb to a canopy of Virginia creeper in just a 
couple of years. 

Once the vine is established it is difficult to remove.  When the plants are young, they can 
be pulled by hand.  By the end of a season or two, the vines will have covered the host plant
with a lush canopy.  Pull the vines down as much as possible.  Follow a vine stem down to 
the ground and dig it out if possible.  Or cut it close to the ground and like Smilax apply 
40%  glyphosate (Roundup or similar brand) with a brush on the cut stem.  Spraying 
chemicals is not recommended because the host plant and other vegetation around the vine 
can also be killed. Always read the labels before using any chemical and be certain that the 
chemical is meant for the plant being treated.

Well folks, hope I did not ruin your day, but knowledge is power to understand and 
destroy the invaders, and with biting disease carriers,  it can be a scary  trip to our summer
garden!

Dave Renquist Editor


